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Zim gets a new partner named Zin, but mean while the old tallest Diela is tying to awake a monster that
sucks all life named Destroylurk. Can Zim stop the monster, or will the univerce be in Dielas hands
Forever!
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1 - Diela's Speech for Revenge

100 years ago

(Deila & Kill(her female sir) walk in the computer brain room and sees Red and purple)

Diela:Hey! What are you two doing here!

Computer Brain: There has been a change of power Diela, you're no longer the Tallest.

Diela: What do you mean I'm no longer the Tallest!?

(Diela pears at the two irkans and sees that they're taller than her)

Diela: But...but, I can do way better than them!

Red: You mean like the time you lead the Irkan solders to war and all of them got killed)

Diela:(groans angrily)Speaking of getting killed. Kill! Attack!

(Kill turns her hand into a spiky spinning plate and charges right towards them, but the C.B. activates an
electro magnet which Kill got attached to)

Computer Brain: That's enough! Diela! For punishment for your actions you will be banished to planet
Nilurk!

Diela: You can't tell me what to do!

Computer Brain: Yes I can! You're no longer the tallest!

(Diela goes up to the tallest)

Diela: You two may be the tallest now, but in exactly 100 years, you’ll be sorry the day you even saw
me...

(Diela grabs Kill from the magnet walks out of the room and banishes)



2 - Zin's Arrival

(At the Armada)

Red: Fellow Irkan invaders, in case you didn’t know, some of our ascend invaders are having trouble
concerting their planets.

Purple: So we decided to give those invaders a partner to help them. Any volunteers for invader Tenn.!?

Invader Diamond: Me!

(Diamond and her sir Neat go up to the tallest)

( The tallest call Tenn.)

Red: Invader Diamond will help you on you’re mission and to help get rid of the unoccupied sirs.

Tenn.: Yes Sirs!

( Tenn signs off)

Purple: Now then, any volunteers for invader Slacks!?

Invader Terk: Oo! Oo! Meeeeeeeee!

(Terk and his sir Gill go up to the tallest)

(The tallest call Slack)

Red: Terk will help you on your mission to invade your planet and so on.

Invader Slacks: Yes Sirs!

(Slacks signs off)

Red: Hey, Zim’s next on the list should we give him a partner? I mean he’s not on a mission.

Purple: Hmmmm, Hey! If we give him a partner, he’ll concert earth and leave us alone!

Red: Good idea!

Purple: Any volunteers for Invader Zim!? Anyone!?

Zin: I will!



(Zin & Cir go up to the tallest)

Purple: Hey, Who are you?

Zin: I’m Zin and this is my sir, Cir.

Cir: Hi!( Cir waves Rapidly)

( Zim suddenly calls)

Zim: Greetings my Tallest! I have new plan to destroy the…( notices Zin) Hey, who are you?

Red: Zim, this is Zin. She’s gonna help you concert Earth.

Zim: The partnering is today! I thought you said it wasn’t in three weeks!

Red: We said three days Zim. Not three weeks.

Purple: Yeah, if it was in three weeks, all of the invaders will be destroyed!

Cir: Why is he so flat!?

Zin: He’s making a transmission from earth you idiot!

Cir: ………I don’t know what you just said.

Zin: Sorry, my robot’s stupid, She keeps on calling me sir!

Zim: ( blushes) Well, my sir is kinda unoccupied too.

Gir: I just saw you blushing!

Zim: Be quite!…..um….Bye!

Zin: Come Cir! Earth awaits us or something.

Cir: Yes Sir!

(Zin & Cir walk out the door)

( The Tallest bust into laughing)

Red: He screwed up!

( Back at Zim’s base)



Zim: You dare insult your master!

Gir: I think you two have a lot in common! And I thought you said invaders need know one.

Zim:……..Well…the tallest know what’s best for me and I…….Hey!

( Mean while)

Zin: Okay Cir, since you destroyed my ship you’re gonna have to be the ship.

Cir: Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay!

Zin: I located a worm hole not far from here that would take us straight to Earth in less than a couple
hours.

Cir: Ooooooo…

(Zin rides on Cir’s back, Cir lunches her jets and in seconds they’re in the worm hole)

Cir: (gasp) Look at the pretty colors!

Zin: Focus Cir!

(2 hours later)

Zim and Gir are sitting on the couch watching the Scary Monkey Show

Computer: Warning! An object is coming towards the base!

Zim….Hey! It must be Zin!

(Zim and Gir quickly go outside without their discuses)

( Zin and Cir fall to earth screaming. When they landed, there was a big whole in Zim’s yard)

Gir: The sky had a baby!( Gir looks into the hole) Even better! the sky had twins!

Zim: Gir!!!!!!!!!!

( Zin and Cir get out of the hole with Zim lending Zin a hand)

Zim: Hi Zin! You okay?

Zin: Yes I‘m fine, Thank you Cir, why did you run out of fuel so quickly? You had enough of it to last a
week!

Cir: Fuel? I didn’t fill my legs up with fuel. I filled them up with soda!



Zin: …..Well that explains why it was so fizzy.

( Suddenly the group sees Dib staring at them in shock)

(Dib runs home screaming)

Cir: Who was that big head guy?

Zim: That was the Dib human. He keeps on ruining my most diabolical plans! To destroy the humans!
….Let’s talk about this inside.

( mean while at Dib’s House)

Dib: Gaz! We have a problem! I just saw another irkan invader in Zim’s yard! And,

Gaz: ( interrupts) Shut up! I’m trying to get through this level!

( Dib gets angry at her but doesn’t bother arguing since Gaz is very strict about being bothered)



3 - The Conversation

( At Zim’s base)

Zin: Wow! Neat base Zim!

Zim: Yes, it is pretty neat huh? Hey, when you got here, why didn’t you have a ship?

Zin: Cir was pretending she was an invader and thought my ship was a planet so she pressed too many
buttons causing it to over lode and it blew up.

Zim: When did that happen?

Zin: Right before Impending Doom 2.

Zim: So you didn’t get a chance to go on a mission, and had to wait.

Zin: Yeah, besides, it would be pretty lonely on a mission by myself.

Zim: ( grins) One more question, no effects but why is your sir kinda dumb?

Zin: It’s a long story. Unlike how you got your sir, I entered a skill contest which I got in second place.
Apparently the jujus didn’t expect a female irkan to be in to be in the high rate. And since they didn’t
really like me they gave me a stupid robot named Cir. For a bonus they programmed it to call me sir. But
sometimes she does get into duty mode and become useful.

( Cir pops out of a bunch of wiring in a black cat suet)

Cir: Woooooow! I’m in a kitty suet!

Zin: ……….Um, Good discuse Cir!

Zim: Oh yeah! I forgot to mention that there’s this earth building called Skooool!It teaches you about
earth and sometimes how to destroy it!

Zin: That’s a good place to start!



4 - Skool of Doom

( At Skool)

Ms. Bitters: Class! We have another horrible student in our horrible class on this horrible skool day,
please give a horrible welcome to, Zin.

( Zim sees Zin with no discise on and worries about what the humans would do to her)
Dib: HA!( Jumps over to Zin) you see?! Aliens do exist! I thought you would come here with a discise,
but instead I catch you.

Zin: ( interrupts) Aliens don’t have eyelashes!

( The whole class nods their heads in agreement)

( Zim is relived)

Dib: So what if she has eye lashes! Look at her! Antenna, Green skin, Alien eyes! Come on!

( Dib suddenly goes crazy such as climbing walls, jumping through windows and back in and pointing at
Zin)

Ms. Bitters: Dib! Sit in your seat or you’ll have detention for 6 years!( dib goes back to his seat) Now,
we’ll need to find a seat for you( Points trying to find a good seat. Then points to the seat next to Zim)
You will be sent to the underground classroom!

( Zin walks to her seat and sits down)

( Bell rings)

Ms. Bitters: Skool is over! Now go away!

( Some kids go out the window and Zim & Zin Go down the steps)

Zim: Why didn’t you come with a discise!? Do you realize what the humans could have done to you!?

Zin: At least I got through! But you’re right, I probably won’t last.

( Cir & Gir appear out of the bushes)

Cir: Hi guys! What’cha doin!?

Zin: Cir! Zim: Gir! Zim/Zin: You’re suppose to be guarding the base!



Gir: I know but we’re board!

Zim: Why can’t you two watch TV?

Cir: It’s broken and we were wondering, can we play with dot?

Zim: Huh?

Zin: They’re talking about this. ( Zin pulls out a flashlight from her pak which showed a red dot when she
lit it up)

Gir: Look there it is!( Dot moves) No wait! There it is!

( Dib walks up to Zim/Zin)

Dib: you might have fooled everyone else, but you can’t fool me! I will photograph you and send the
picture to Mysterious Mysteries and what’s with the light?

Zin: A weapon to inflict pain on you. ( Zim & Dib Are Puzzled)

Dib: What are you gonna do? Shine it in my eyes?

( Zin shines the light between Dibs legs and Gir & Cir Pounce hardly at it)

( Dib goes in pain and Zin & Zim laugh their heads off)

Zin: Common, we better get home.

Zim. We forgot to call the tallest!

( Zim, Zin, Gir and cir rush home)



5 - The Quaking

(At Zim’s base)

(Zim tries to call the tallest)

Zim: My tallest?! ( there’s no answer) My Tallest?! (still no answer)

Computer Brian: Master! Something’s blocking the transmission!

Zin: I’ll go out side to see what’s happening.

( Zin goes out side)

Zin: That’s strange, there’s nothing here.( Goes back inside)

Zim: Did you find anything?

Zin: No.

( A sudden quacking starts knocking down wires and electrical items from the ceiling)

Zin: What’s happening?

Zim: I don’t know. An earthquake?

Zin: Cir! Locate where the sonic vibrations are coming from!

Cir: I don’t wanna! ( Puts antenna on floor) Okay! ( Thumbs up) ( Duty mode) Sir! The sonic vibrations
aren’t coming from earth. There for the vibrations are coming from space! ( Stupid mode) I like space!

Zim: I knew it!

Zin: But that doesn’t explain why we can’t call the tallest! We’re gonna have to go to them our selves.
And I can’t believe I’m saying this but we have to bring the Dib human and his sister too.

Zim: What!? Why!?

Zin: If something horrible is happening, We’ll need them for backup. Even know they’re our worst
enemies.

Zim: Hmmm, good point!

( Zim, Zin, Cir and Gir Rush to Dib’s house)



( Zim knocks on the door and Dib peaks through)

Dib: Alien!

Zim: Human!

Gir: Waffles!

( Everyone looks at Gir puzzled)

Dib: What are guys you doing here!

Zin: We need your help! There’s this horrible sonic vibration that’s coming from outer space!

Dib: Oh please it’s just a little earthquake.

( That quake comes on again and this time they can see a mailbox bending screechy by itself)

Dib: Okay I believe you.

Zim: Good, Your sisters has to come too.

Gaz: No! I’m trying to get through the tenth level!

( Zin comes over, grabs the gameslave 2 and breaks it in half)

Zin: Game over! ( grabs Gaz by the sleeve and drags her) Let’s go!

Gaz: You just destroyed my gameslave two! And I was half way through the level!

Zin: ( Snaps at Gaz) Wiener!

(Zim, Gir Zin and Cir get in the voot cruiser and Dib and Gaz get in Taks ship and soon they’re in
space)



6 - Secret of the Tallest

( The gang arrives at the Massive and quickly runs up to the tallest )

( The tallest are in shock that the four are here. Especially that Zim is here)

Purple: Zim! Why aren’t you on earth?!

Zim: Forgive me my tallest! But we have to tell you something very important!

Red: You could have made a transmission!

Zin: That’s the thing! We can’t! On earth, there is this huge rumbling noise and it’s blocking the
transmission…..Well, we don’t know what’s blocking the transmission but you get the idea.

Dib: And this is no earthquakes! Mailboxes don’t bend in earthquakes! And what I’m saying sounds
really stupid doesn’t it?!

Gaz: Yeah it does!

( Red and Purple have a worried look on their faces)

Zin: My tallest… There’s something wrong isn’t there? What’s happening?…

Red: We don’t know…but I think we should talk to you guise privately:

( The gang goes into The control brain room)

Purple: You see, about 100 years ago, when we just became the tallest this girl Diela who was the old
tallest got mad at us and said “ Flash back diela” Diela: In exactly 100 years, you’ll be sorry the day
you even met me…( End of flash back)

Tak: Oh no!

( The whole group gasps at Tak and her sir Mimi )

Zin/Zim: Tak! What are you doing here

Zim: Wait! You know her?

Zin: Yes! She won 1 place at the skill contest!

Tak: Yes that’s how I got my sir, but that’s not important right now! We’re in grave danger!



Red: What do you mean?

Tak: (sighs in worry ness) You see…there is this monster known as Destroylurk…. He awakened once
over 15,000,000 years ago. It sucks up all life and it was a fearsome war it took 100 years to beat it.
Finely, they defeated it and it was trapped in planet Nilurk, that’s why it never blew up… And
now…….someone’s awakening it…..

Dib: But who? (thinks for a moment and gasps) Diela!

Tak: Yes, it would have been invincible if it slept for 2,000,000 more years… and now…

Zim: (worried) It’s indestructible…

Zin: We have to stop her before it completely awakens!

Red: We’ll set the alarm!( presses a button )

( Every single irkan + alien can here it from all over the galaxy.Larb, diamond, skooge and even
Sizz-Lord an hear it)
( Zim, Zin , Cir, Gir, Gaz, Dib and Tak rush to their ships)

Tak: I’ll go in your ship, or should I say My ship!

Dib: It fell from the sky!



7 - Destroylurk Awakes...... but too late

( The gang arrives at planet Nilurk and the Massive and sees Diela and in front of her is this stone bible)

Diela: Soon, you shall awake and the universe will be mine!

( The horrible quaking starts)

Gir: We gots to stop her!

( Zim covers Gir’s mouth but it was too late. Diela sees the group and orders Kill to attack)

( Kill’s antenna turns into a lazar and fires it at Gir. Then Zin runs up to kill and fires a lazar leg at her)

( Suddenly this odd green light appears in front of the bible)

Diela: Finely! After all these years, I shall get what I deserve. My right to rule all!

( The ships around the Massive began to shoot at Diela and the Massive its self shot the giant lazar
thingy. But when the smoke cleared, nothing happened to her…)

Tak: It’s too late…

( Diela jumps into the middle of the glowing circle and there, right under her, lunched out Destroylurk.
Making this this loud screaming roar it roused out of the planet with Diela on its head)

( The Massive shoots the giant lazar thingy at it. Had no effect and Destroylurk lunched this humongous
hyper beam that destroyed almost half the ship)

( Kill quickly hops on the head of it and the monster moving like a sea snake flies away)

Dib: That’s it… it’s over…

Cir: We’re all Doooooooooooooooooooooooomed!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

( Zin sees a square shaped rock with some sort of writing on it. She runs over to it picks it up and hurries
trying to catch-up to the group that was heading towards the Massive)



8 - The Universe Lies in Zim! + Kill's been Ditched

( In the Massive)

Zim:………………I can’t believe that happened!

Dib: Yeah, we’re all gonna die…

( Zin runs into the room holding the odd bible)

Zin: You guise! I found something! I don’t know what it is but it’s not the bible that Diela used!

( Zin puts it down on a small table)

( Mean while, on Destroylurk)

Diela: Soon I will get the respect I deserve! All life will bow down before me! ( Laughs evilly)

Kill: But master, all life will be destroyed.

( Diela growls being annoyed)

Kill: But don’t worry, you’ll still have me.

Diela: You!? Why the heck would I want you!?

Kill: ( Getting angry) Because! You’re my friend!

Diela: Me!? Your friend!? I wasn’t friend’s with you ever since I became an invader! Besides, Your real
name Mia is so lame! And who would want to be friends with a big eyed robot!? And I found something
better….Better than you can ever compare!

( Kill Being shocked, She got off of Destroylurk’s head and jetted right in front of her)

Kill: After all these years, you were using me and you hate my real name!? Now I don’t remember why I
even liked you…..You’re gonna pay deeply for that!

Diela: I don’t think so, Destroylurk! Get her out of my site!

( Destroylurk plunges Kill with its stinger tail and she lands below the window of the massive)

( At the Massive, Tak scans the bible that Zin found )

Tak: This came from inside Nilurk! Destroylurk must have held it for the past 15,00,000 years!



Dib: What’s it say?

Tak: It say’s “ The First battle has been victory, but still not destroyed. In the second battle between the
universe and the life will only be complete when the universe lies in Zim”

Red: Zim!!!!?????

Zin: Life will only be complete when the universe lies in Zim, (Looks at Zim) They’re talking about you….

Zim: Me?…….wait a minute, I saved earth from Tak and Planet Jackers, But never something this big….

Dib: You have to fight Destroylurk! It’s the only way you can save us!

Cir: Don’t let us die!
Zim: How am I gonna do that?

Gaz: By raining doom on that ugly snake thing, that’s how!

Gir: You can do it Zim!

Zim: Thank you Gir….( starts to cry) I know what I need to do but……what if I end up destroying everything
like when I did on Impending Doom 2?( Starts to sob)

Tak: Come on Zim, this is no time to be self-pity.

Zin: I know you can do it Zim…

Zim: ( Wipes tears) How do you know that?

Zin: Hey, if you can destroy irk single handedly, you’ll have no problem destroying Destroylurk. Infact, I
think you’re so amazing, you don’t even need any super weapons.

( Zim smiles and hugs Zin tightly)

Zim: Okay! Let’s go!



9 - The Battle of the Universe

( Outside front of the Massive where Kill landed)

Dib: Where’s Cir?

Zin: She’s inside the Massive and hopefully she won’t mess up the plan.

Gaz: Hey! What’s that cracked hole over there?

( Everyone runs over to the hole and smack in it, they see Kill struggling to get up)

Tak: It’s Diela’s sir!

Kill: Urrr!( tries to get up) Leave me! You got to get out of here!

Zim: What happened?

Kill: Diela! She ditched me and Destroylurk whacked me here! But you must go!

( Dib picks Kill out of the hole and let’s her lay down)

( In the Massive)

Cir: (pushing buttons) What this do? What this do? What that do?

Irkan solder: Stop! You’re activating the lazar shot!

( The lazar charges and hits Destroylurk. Destroylurk + Diela turn around and sees what hit them)
Zin: Cir you idiot!

Diela: Attack!

( Destroylurk heads right towards them as It charges its stinger aiming at Dib. The stinger lunches as Dib
braced himself, but nothing happened. He opened his eyes and saw Kill protecting him by using her
force field struggling to keep it on)

Kill: Run Dib!

(Dib runs away for cover. He stops and looks back and sees Kill getting hit by it suffering and gets
blasted in front of Dib as it slowed down. Dib looks at the huffing and puffing sir suffocating as he never
had a friend who would risk his life for him)



Tak: Hey! If you ever want to save the universe now would be a good time!

Zim: Oh yeah!

( Zim activates his jets and flies away from the monster)

Zim: Hey! Hey! Over here!

( Destroylurk first tries to claw at Zim 4 times but Zim easily dodged it. Then it fired its stinger at Zim and
he got hit and smashed into a meteorite! But strangely, it didn’t do a lot of damage to the little irkan.
Destroylurk powers up its Hyper Beam)

Zim: ( Gasp!)
( Zim activated his force field and braced himself when the beam fired! When the beam was fired
Destroylurk seemed to back up and put his head down. But when it was over, he didn’t get hurt! Then
he found out that he has more power than Destroylurk! Diela was shocked too)

Diela: But! But how!? That should have plunged right through the force field!

Zim: ( Thought to himself) Zin was right, I am amazing! And I did it without any supper weapons either! If
I have this much defense, I should have a lot of offense too! But where’s his week spot?

( Zim thought back when Destroylurk fired the beam at him and it backed up looking tired and a bit hurt)

Zim: That’s it!

( Zim flew up to the monster. Destroylurk was charging its Hyper Beam when Zim fired his lazar legs at
his mouth. It did serious Damage! He did it again. Huge damage!)

( The crowd of irkans cheered as Zim was wining the battle!)

Diela: Destroylurk! Fire your biggest Hyper beam yet!

( Destroylurk began charging this huge ball in his mouth that’s half as big as it but it was just what Zim
wanted. Zim also began charging his lazar legs That’s 10 times bigger than he is!)

( They both fired at the same time. Zim was struggling to keep it going and the hyper beam was being
pushed back to him!)

Zin: Come on Zim! You can do it! Look at Diela!

( Zim looked at Diela sweating in worry ness as if she new that he’ll win. Zim was struggling to give his
lazar more power. Suddenly he was push at Destroylurk and winning! His lazar was only a few feet from
Destroylurks mouth then BAM!!!!!!!!!!! Zim kept the lazar on till the monster exploded!)



10 - New Great Things Happen!

( Diela crashes into the Massive)

Diela: Curse you!

( Security guards take her away)

Zin: Hey…..where’s Zim?

( 10 seconds pasted and Zim was no were in sight)

( Zin starts to cry and Gir bursts into tears)

Gir: Why Master!!!!!!!!!!!???? Why did you have to blow up!!!!!??????

( Suddenly Zin hears this familiar yelling. She looked up and there was Zim, coming right towards her!)

( Zim lands right into her which they tumbled out of control and when they stopped. Zim kissed her)

Gir: Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Master’s back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

( Gir jumps on Zim and hugs him so tight that he can barely breath. Gir was kicking him lightly which
tickled Zim)

Zim: (Laughing) Stop Gir! ( Laughs more)

( Gir finely stopped, goes duty mode, solutes and walks away)

Dib: Glad you’re back Zim.

Cir: Can I blowup the ship now?!!!!!!!!!!

Zim/Zin: NO!!!!!!!!!!!!

Cir: Okay.! Sheesh!

( In the Massive in the Control Brain room)

Red: Zim….we have a confection to make….when you first received your mission…….we lied to you….were
sorry…..

Zim: ( Smiles) Zim forgives. Besides, I probably would have destroyed the irkan race if I was still there
any way.



Purple: Yeah, it’s pretty funny how things go wrong in your base and you almost explode! ( Laughs
hardly)

( Red nubs him in the shoulder trying to get him to shut up)

Red: And for you Tak, you’re know an invader so report for duty tomaro or we’ll have Zim blow you up.

Tak: Yes sirs!

Red: Anyway, how were you able to defeat that monster? We have strong weapons but yours was so
effective agents it! I mean, how is that even possible!

Dib: ( Still carrying Mia/ Kill) I’m quite sure that it has something to do with his weapons but a lot of
irkans have the same ones.

Tak: Or his pak…Mimi! Run a bile scan on Zim s pak!

( Mimi scans the pak and goes up to Tak)

Mimi: Master! Zim’s pak contains this certain metal called “ Relldomite”

Tak: What!

Zin: What is Relldomite?

Tak: Relldomite is this very weak metal that is known to be extinct. And it’s in Zim’s pak!

Zin: That must have been Destroylurk’s weakness all along!

Dib: ( Kill’s still conches)Yeah but…. What about Kill? She’s not on Diela’s side and she risked her life
for me……

Control Brain: Well as far as I’m concerned, that’s not her true form. And her real name s Mia.

Dib: Mia?…..Wow, she’s been miserable all this time……like me…..

Control Brain: I was around before Diela even became the tallest and as far as I know that’s not her true
form, I was lucky to survive since Zim or Zin might’ve destroyed me.

Zim: You destroyed planets?

Zin: Just one. But I broke the record of destroying 10 C.B.”s in one day.

Control Brain: Yes, anyway, we should be able to bring her back to normal not to mention get her
recharged after that attack.



Dib: All right! Let’s do it!

( Dib puts Mia in a tube connected with wires and stuff)

Control Brain: Activating recharge sequent.

( A flow of energy starts and Mia begins glowing and her dark back eyes into a dark blue. Then sky blue,
then a very light blue. Her skull antenna transformed into a light blue eye and her symbol on her belly did
to. Soon it was too bright to see what’s going on. Suddenly the glass tube broke and the brightness
began to calm down and when they were able to see. There was Mia, with a stripe along her feet and
and a symbol( Like the swollen eyeball) she looked at Dib)

Mia: ….thank you Dib….

Irkan Guard: My tallest! Diela has been captured!

Purple: Bring that horrible person in!

( Two Guards walked into the room holding on to Diela as she struggled to get free)

Diela: Kill! Defensive mode!

Mia: Oh no I won‘t !

(Mia walks up to Diela)

Mia: Why should I help you! First of all! You ruined my life! Second of all, you almost ruined all life! And
since there’s so many bad things you did I’m gonna have a small revenge of my own.

( Mia yanks Diela’s antenna’s and of course she says ow, ties them around her pack and she suffers a
big deal of pain)

Diela: Ow! What you do that for?!

Mia: I just said it 5 seconds ago. Man! You’re stupider than I thought!

( Everyone bursts into laughter except Diela of course)

Cir: Do I get to blow her up now!?

Zin: Sure go ahead.

Zim: Wait! I have a better idea! Let’s send her to foodcortia! Siz-lorr can use help since I escaped.

Siz-lorr (appears in the room) Did somebody say help!?

Zim: Yes! Must I repeat myself!? Since she’s Freakishly tall! No offence my tallest, She can’t escape by



going in peoples bellies!

Dib: Peoples bellies?

Zim: …..That’s it! I am not repeating myself any more.

( Zin giggles)

Cir: aaaww, I wanted to blow her up….

( When no one was looking, Mia sadly walked away knowing that she doesn’t have a partner anymore)

( Dib looked back at the sad little robot)

Dib: Mia!( Runs over to her)

Mia: …hi Dib….

Dib: You’re all alone again aren’t you?

Mia: Yes, but at least it’s better not being partners with Diela anymore….except when I didn’t know the
truth…

Dib: Mia, would you like to be my partner?

Mia: Huh?

Dib: Since Zim has a new partner and I’m out numbered and Gaz is deffidently not gonna help me….
And I still owe you for saving my life…

( Mia turns around and hugs dib that now she has a partner…)

Cir: Can I play with dot again?

Zin: No….

Cir: Common!

Tak: And by the way! You can keep the ship dib!

Dib: Thanks Tak!

( Everyone goes in their ships and gets back to earth)



The end!!!!!
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